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The concept of temperament

• Role in social-emotional development
       personality
       family functioning

• Influence on learning processes
      learning experiences

• Thomas & Chess (‘60-70) NYLS
behavioral styles (how-what)
9 dimensions

The concept of temperament

• 3 major research centers:
* Thomas & Chess (’56): NYLS
* Eysenck (’40): ‘PEN’
* Teplov(’50) & Nebylitsyn: fysiol.mech.

• Current theories:
child-oriented  (Rothbart, Kagan, ...)             

adult-oriented (Gray, Strelau, ...)
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The concept of temperament

• Rothbart et al. 2001
“constitutionally based, individual differences

in reactivity and self-regulation”

The concept of temperament

• Rothbart et al. 2001
“constitutionally based, individual differences

in reactivity and self-regulation”

Constitutional: individual’s relatively enduring biological
make up, influenced over time by heredity, maturation,
and experience.
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The concept of temperament

• Rothbart et al. 2001
“constitutionally based, individual differences

in reactivity and self-regulation”

Reactivity: arousability of motor, affective, and sensory
response systems.

The concept of temperament

• Rothbart et al. 2001
“constitutionally based, individual differences

in reactivity and self-regulation”

Self-regulation: processes that serve to modulate (increase
or decrease) reactivity, including attentional focusing and
inhibitory control.
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• 15 temperament dimensions (Rothbart, et al. 2001)

Impulsivity
Inhibitory control
Low intensity pleasure
Perceptual sensitivity
Sadness
Shyness
Smiling and laughter

Activity level
Anger/ Frustration
Approach
Attentional focusing
Discomfort
Falling reactivity & soothability
Fear
High intensity pleasure
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The concept of temperament
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• 15 temperament dimensions (Rothbart, et al. 2001)

Impulsivity
Inhibitory control
Low intensity pleasure
Perceptual sensitivity
Sadness
Shyness
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Activity level
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Approach
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Fear
High intensity pleasure

Negative Affectivity

The concept of temperament

• 15 temperament dimensions (Rothbart, et al. 2001)

Impulsivity
Inhibitory control
Low intensity pleasure
Perceptual sensitivity
Sadness
Shyness
Smiling and laughter

Activity level
Anger/ Frustration
Approach
Attentional focusing
Discomfort
Falling reactivity & soothability
Fear
High intensity pleasure

Effortful Control

The concept of temperament
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Stimulus

Negative reactivity Positive reactivity

Self-regulation Self-regulation
Effort

Somatic
Autonomic
Cognitive

Neuroendocrine

Avoidance/Withdrawal

Self-soothing

Seeking comfort

Inhibition of approach

Orienting attention away

Approach

Orienting att. towards

Attack

Self-stimulation

Seeking excitement
Adapted from Rothbart.

In Strelau & Angleitner, 1991.

The concept of temperament

Factorial temperament structure in CWS

     Alm (2005), Anderson, et al. (2003), Conture, et al (2006), Embrechts, et al.
(2000), Fowlie, et al. (1978), Guitar (2003), Karass et al. (2006), Lewis, et al.
(1997), ...

     reactivity
More nervous
More active, impulsive
More sensitive/reactive to environmental changes

     self-regulation
Less distractible
Lower in adaptability
Lower in inhibitory control
Lower in biological rhythmicity

Less sensitive
     No differences

       More adaptable

       More rhythmicity
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Factorial temperament structure in CWS

     Byrne et al. (1993)

“multi-group analysis is ideally preceded by testing if the structure of the
underlying construct is uniform for the different groups”

Factorial temperament structure in CWS
Eggers et al., under review

• Participants: n=256
69 CWS/ 146 controls/ 41 CWVN
Criteria: age between 3;00-8;11

native Flemish speakers
free of (other) SLH, neur/psych problems

• CBQ: 18 subscales (initial 15)>233 items

      7-point lickert-scale
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Factorial temperament structure in CWS

Factorial temperament structure in CWS
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Factorial temperament structure in CWS

Temperament dimensions in CWS
Eggers et al., under review

• Participants: n=123

41 CWS/ 41 controls/ 41 CWVN

matched on age (±2M) & gender
Criteria: age between 5;10-8;11m

native Flemish speakers
free of (other) SLH, neur/psych problems
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Temperament dimensions in CWS

SPSS Bonferroni adjusted p-values.   * p < .05    ** p = .05

Positive reactivity

Effortful control

Temperament dimensions in CWS

• Possible ways for interaction temperament-stuttering
*Modulator in stress-related situations
– low inhib control/ low attent. shifting
– continued or emot. arousal
– conditioning processes
– also applicable during moments of stuttering

*Modulator in linguistic processing
– Wolfe & Bell (‘02): link with working memory
– crucial role in language processing (Baddely ‘03)
– aberrant monitoring? (Levelt, ‘89, Postma & Kolk, ‘93)
– Selective recruitment
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Overview doctoral study

Based on previous study:

• Self-regulation
– Attentional processes, as part of the executive functioning

system, are less efficient in CWS compared to CWNS.

– Inhibitory control less efficient in CWS compared to CWNS.

• Reactivity is higher in CWS compared to CWNS.

Overview doctoral study
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• Reactivity is higher in CWS compared to CWNS.
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Attentional processes in CWS

• Posner & Peterson (‘90)
attention = a set of independent control networks

        ≠ uniform concept

• Alerting: achieving & maintaining an alert state
Orienting: selection of information from sensory input
Executive attention: resolving conflict among responses

• Fan et al. (‘02)
Attention Network Test

Attentional processes in CWS

• Alerting:    right frontal & parietal cortex, locus coeruleus
Orienting:  superior parietal cortex, frontal eye fields, 

          temporal parietal junction, superior colliculus
Executive:  anterior cingulate, basal gglia, lateral ventral

          prefrontal

Raz et al. (2007) Nature reviews neuroscience
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Attentional processes in CWS

• Fan et al. (‘02)
Attention Network Test

• Combination of a ‘classical Posner task’: cued RT task
 flanker task (Erickson & Erickson, ‘74)

Attentional processes in CWS
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Attentional processes in CWS

• Alerting: mean RT no cue S - mean RT double cue S

Orienting: mean RT central cue S - mean RT spatial cue S

  Executive: mean RT incongruent flanker S - mean RT congruent flanker S

• Error rates/percentages

• Higher scores on alerting & orienting: higher efficiency
executive: lower efficiency

Attentional processes in CWS

Fan et al. (2002) Journal of cognitive neuroscience
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Attentional processes in CWS

• Leo de Sonneville (‘05)
Amsterdam Neuropsychological Tasks
Shifting visual attention set

• RT measured on compatible, incompatible, & mixed
responses

• Let’s see how (IF) it works... No Murphy please...

Attentional processes in CWS

de Sonneville (2005) 
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Attentional processes in CWS

• Participants:
CWS matched one age & gender with CWNS
age range 4;00-8;11
monolingual Dutch speaking children
Articulation & language skills (ASIA & TvK)
Intelligence: Vocabulary & block design WISC
Accuscreen
Normal or corrected to normal vision
SES
CBQ

CWS: 2 speech samples ≥ 3% WWD/MWR / SSI-3≥mild

Attentional processes in CWS

• At what stage are we?
selected 45 CWS
already matched 33 with CWNS
tested ± 50 participants
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Attentional processes in CWS

• Here is where you usually put your beautifully
presented graphs of your results or preliminary
results and people say things like Ah! Yes…

Attentional processes in CWS

• So... the next best thing... expected outcomes

• Alerting: CWS>CWNS
Orienting: CWS<CWNS
Executive: CWS<CWNS

• Shifting attentional set task
Part 1&2: compatible: CWS≤CWNS

incompatible: CWS<<CWNS
Part 3: CWS<CWNS
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Q & A

Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future
Niels Bohr (1885-1962)

Contact:
Kurt Eggers
Dept. SLT, Lessius U College, Antwerp
Dept. Neurosciences, Exp.ORL, U of Leuven
kurt.eggers@lessius.eu


